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Abstract
Visual object tracking is an important function in many
real-time video surveillance applications, such as localiza-
tion and spatio-temporal recognition of persons. In real-
world applications, an object detector and tracker must
interact on a periodic basis to discover new objects, and
thereby to initiate tracks. Periodic interactions with the
detector can also allow the tracker to validate and/or up-
date its object template with new bounding boxes. How-
ever, bounding boxes provided by a state-of-the-art detec-
tor are noisy, due to changes in appearance, background
and occlusion, which can cause the tracker to drift. More-
over, CNN-based detectors can provide a high level of ac-
curacy at the expense of computational complexity, so inter-
actions should be minimized for real-time applications. In
this paper, a new approach is proposed to manage detector-
tracker interactions for trackers from the Siamese-FC fam-
ily. By integrating a change detection mechanism into a
deep Siamese-FC tracker, its template can be adapted in
response to changes in a target’s appearance that lead to
drifts during tracking. An abrupt change detection triggers
an update of tracker template using the bounding box pro-
duced by the detector, while in the case of a gradual change,
the detector is used to update an evolving set of templates
for robust matching. Experiments were performed using
state-of-the-art Siamese-FC trackers and the YOLOv3 de-
tector on a subset of videos from the OTB-100 dataset that
mimic video surveillance scenarios. Results highlight the
importance for reliable VOT of using accurate detectors.
They also indicate that our adaptive Siamese trackers are
robust to noisy object detections, and can significantly im-
prove the performance of Siamese-FC tracking.
1. Introduction
Visual Object Tracking (VOT) is an important compo-
nent in many video surveillance applications to localize ob-
jects and persons, and possibly regroup their images, for
further processing in applications such as scene understand-
ing, action recognition, person re-identification, expression
recognition [3, 4]. Some of the challenges faced by VOT
in such real-world applications are changes in pose, illumi-
nation, occlusion, deformation, motion blur and complex
backgrounds. Additionally, in real-world applications, the
VOT must periodically interact with an object detector to
initiate new tracks, or to validate and/or update the object
template with new detector bounding boxes. The quality
of bounding boxes produced using a state-of-the-art CNN-
based detector can vary, and have an impact on accuracy.
VOT techniques are mainly classified as either genera-
tive or discriminative depending on whether they track by
detecting the target or by discriminating the target from the
background [12]. For robust discriminative tracking, adap-
tive trackers update the target model representation as the
object’s appearance changes over time. An adaptive tracker
should therefore periodically initiate new tracks (e.g., every
second) and update its target representations over time as
the object appearance changes.
Some techniques have been proposed to combine detec-
tion and tracking, and initiate, drop tracks as target objects
respectively appear and leave the scene. For example, Fast-
DT [2] relies on detector confidence to drop a track, by ef-
ficiently applying the object detector on individual tracker
output. Unlike Fast-DT, SORT [14], [17] focuses mostly on
data association and multi-target tracking. Recently meth-
ods such as the deep Siamese-FC network [1, 8] have been
proposed to exploit the expressive powers of deep learning
in VOT. These SiamFC trackers can effectively learn to rep-
resent a target object, but since they do not update the target
appearance representations, there is a risk of target drift-
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ing due to changes over time in object appearance. These
trackers locate object by finding maximum score location
in the output heat map. Hence, when appearance changes
abruptly or the object is occluded or partially leaves the
search region, the SiamFC tracker temporarily drifts to a lo-
cation that has a high response map score. Recently, DaSi-
amRPN [18] tracker based on the SiamFC tracking tech-
nique further improved by incorporating distracter aware-
ness has produced state of the art results on various tracking
benchmarks.
Robust tracking can be achieved by combining a deep
detector and tracker. CNN-based object detectors [9] cur-
rently provide state-of-the-art accuracy in object detection.
However, tracks may drift if the bounding boxes provided
by these detector are noisy, due to changes in appearance,
background and occlusion. Moreover, given the computa-
tional complexity of CNN-based detectors, a key to efficient
VOT is the management of detector-tracker interactions. A
deep Siamese tracker for real-time video surveillance appli-
cations should minimize the number of interactions with the
detector for track initiation and update.
In the literature (e.g., [7, 15]), VOT is typically evaluated
by initialising the tracker with an initial ground truth tar-
get bounding box. These bounding boxes are often tightly
bound around the object without much of background noise.
In some evaluation methods, bounding boxes are gener-
ated with random noise to simulate a practical scenario for
tracker initialisation. But these noisy bounding box cannot
fully mimic a real-world scenario.
In this paper, the interaction between deep learning mod-
els for detection and tracking are analysed with a proposed
adaptive tracker. A change detection mechanism is inte-
grated within this Siamese tracker to detect gradual and
abrupt changes in a target’s appearance in each frame based
on features extracted by the deep Siamese network. In re-
sponse to an abrupt change, the tracker triggers the object
detector in order to update an evolving set of templates.
Given a gradual change, templates stored in memory are
applied on the search region, and the resulting response
maps are integrated to locate a precise target. The pro-
Figure 1. Illustration of the tracker-detector interaction to construct
facial trajectories (set of ROIs captured for the same high quality
track) in a video surveillance system. Trajectories can be used for
further processing, like spatio-temporal person recognition.
posed Siamese tracker allows for real-time adaptation of
templates, while avoiding target model corruption.
The performance of our adaptive Siamese tracker is com-
pared against baseline Siamese FC trackers, where tracks
are initialized and updated with ground truth bounding
boxes (ideal object detector) and with the YOLOv3 detec-
tor. They are evaluated over several operating conditions
on video surveillance like cases from OTB-100 [15] bench-
mark where videos contain persons or vehicles.
2. Tracking Objects in Video Surveillance
In video surveillance, VOT consists interacts with an
object detector. Fig. 1 shows an example of the detector-
tracker interactions employed to produce facial trajectories
or tracklets. In this case, the face-head detector initiates a
new track, and defines a new target representation or tem-
plate with an initial bounding box. Then, the tracker gener-
ates ROIs in subsequent frames. The tracker employs local
object detection, learns the object online, and adapts to the
changing object appearance and results in the object’s lo-
cation. The detector can also be used locally (on search
regions) to validate the tracker’s output. Also, in a real-time
surveillance application, the detector searches globally (on
the entire frames), and it is often computationally expen-
sive to call the detector every frame. Objects are tracked
by searching locally and can thereby be very efficient com-
pared to the detector.
The main challenges of VOT in real-time applications
are [2, 13]: (1) tracked objects tend to drift with time due to
continuous integration of noise in the target appearance; (2)
it is difficult to verify a tracker’s state due to lack of relia-
bility in tracker’s confidence; (3) the appearance of targets
change with time; (4) occlusions are difficult to be detected
by the tracker, as there is a risk of learning the occlusion
as a part of the target. Relying on a tracker that is continu-
ously adapting does not guarantee a high-quality trajectory.
Trackers that update their template on every frame assuming
have a high probability of drifting. Outliers filtering may be
employed in order to detect samples that are notably differ-
ent from the actual target, and should be removed.
Siamese Fully-Convolutional (SiamFC) tracker [1] uses
an AlexNet based Siamese network for feature extraction.
The networks takes two input – target template image z and
search image x – where |x| = 2|z|. The embedding ϕ for
z is hence smaller than that of x. To localize the object,
template features are cross correlated with that of search
features to obtain a score map. The location of the maxi-
mum value in the score map gives the location of the ob-
ject in the search region x. The tracker had been trained on
ILSVRC [11] dataset with a logistic loss function. During
tracking, the correlation map f(z, x) obtained after cross-
correlation of target template embedding ϕ(z) with search
Figure 2. Architecture of the adaptive Siamese tracker that integrates appearance change detection to manage detector-tracker interactions.
image embedding ϕ(x) is defined by:
f(z, x) = ϕ(z) ∗ ϕ(x) + b (1)
In this paper, we focus on deep SiamFC trackers due
to their robustness and potential for template adaptation.
Other variants of the Siamese FC tracker have outper-
formed the baseline SiamFC [1] tracker like SiamRPN [8],
SA-Siam [6], DaSiamRPN [18] and MEMTrack [16].
They have proposed various improvements to the original
SiamFC tracker such as attention mechanims, region pro-
posal, etc. to improve overall accuracy and online model
adaptation. It is however important in video surveillance to
benefit from with the object detector, and adapt to changing
appearance.
3. Adaptive Tracking Using Change Detection
In our proposed method, a real-time detector is lever-
aged to initialise and update a deep Siamese tracker with its
object bounding box. In practice, the detector cannot pro-
duce a strict bounding box around the object, it is expected
to produce bounding boxes that contain some background
context too. Noisy bounding boxes may cause the tracker to
quickly drift, and hence it is the tracker template that should
be updated when the target appearance begins to change or
the tracker starts drifting. As shown in Fig 2, integrating
change detection into the Siamese tracker allows to manage
detector-tracker interactions.
Target template similarity measure. As a first step to
track quality measurement, a Siamese network similar to
the SiamFC is employed to predict the similarity measure
between current track output and tracker target appearance.
The features extracted by the Siamese convolutional lay-
ers (ψ) are concatenated and a FC layer a shown in Fig. 3
(Change Detection Module) is trained to predict the similar-
ity score between 0 and 1. The network is trained with pos-
itive and negative pairs of object templates from the same
Figure 3. Change detection module with a separate Siamese net-
work from the tracker. The template image is the cropped target
image with initial target bounding box and the image to be com-
pared is updated by the current frame cropped by the tracker output
bounding box.
video and a random video. Unlike SiamFC tracker, the
inputs to the similarity measurement network are cropped
along the target bounding box alone without any back-
ground context. The feature extraction layer is similar to the
one used in SiamFC tracker, with AlexNet features. The ex-
traction of features for the target template occurs just once
and is stored in the database. During tracking, it outputs
a bounding box location Bboxt which is used to crop the
tracked object image from the current input video stream.
This template is then cropped to the CNN input size. Hence
the problem of having excess background context as dis-
cussed earlier is avoided. In the rest of the paper, this simi-
larity score is referred to as track quality measure.
Change detection with CUSUM. Changes in a data
stream could be classified as gradual or abrupt depending
on the time and magnitude of the change. Hence it has been
proposed that in our case the change in appearance of the
target would be detected by the template similarity detec-
tion module as described above and would be classified as
gradual and abrupt. In order to detect change, we propose to
use the Adaptive CUmulative SUM algorithm CUSUM [5].
In Eq. 2, yi is the tracker similarity measure discussed in
the previous section and 3, gi is the test statistic. It is ini-
tialised to 0 at the start of the tracking and when an alarm
is detected where β is the set threshold. Change is detected
when gi > β. With a white noise input, it is possible that
test statistic will drift away. Hence a small v is subtracted
in Equation 3 to help control the drift. Therefore v and β
are the design parameters.
θˆi =
1
i− i0
i∑
i=i0+1
yi (2)
gi = max
(
gi−1 − (yi − θˆi−1)− ν, 0
)
(3)
Using CUSUM for change detection is reliable since it mea-
sures changes in similarity score using an evolving statisti-
cal model, and comparing each score to a threshold. It al-
lows to measure tracker performance and recognise events.
This is different from using a fixed deterministic similar-
ity score because the threshold can depend on object being
tracked, and its difficult to set a common threshold.
Model update strategy. As opposed to the original
SiamFC tracker, the adaptive tracker updates the model dy-
namically during change detection. A list of tracker models
are maintained. These models are selected based on tracker
quality scores online during tracking, and are cropped from
search regions feature maps. Their search region feature
maps are larger than target template feature maps. Hence,
during tracking, new models are extracted by cropping fea-
ture maps from the search region using location informa-
tion from tracker output. When a gradual change is de-
tected, i.e indication of a drifting model, the target models
or features from the memory are fetched sequentially and
matched against the current frame search region to obtain
score maps. The final object location is derived from the
summation of score maps. This is shown in Algorithm 1.
Abrupt changes are often caused by occlusion, fast mov-
ing objects and in the worst scenario even complete loss of
tracking. In these cases it is helpful when a the search re-
gion location is reset by an object detector. Since the change
is abrupt, it would be necessary for the the target template
to be completely re-initialised by the object detector.
Object tracking. Algorithm 2 shows the full adaptive
Siamese tracking system working with the change detec-
tion module. In the first frame, the tracker is initialised by
the object detector. The similarity measurement network
is initialised by a cropped target template. During track-
ing, the change detection module which includes similar-
ity measurement and CUSUM continuously predicts scores
and looks for changes in scores. We apply lower and higher
thresholds to CUSUM (see Fig. 3). The lower threshold de-
tects a gradual change, and higher threshold is to detect an
Data: C Memory, search region ϕ(x)
Result: Cupdated ← final adapted model
integratedScore← 0;
index← 0;
while index < length(C) do
set current target model as C[index];
f(C[index], x)← ϕ(C[index]) ∗ ϕ(x) + b, track
current frame fi;
integratedScore = integratedScore +
f(C[index], x);
index = index+ 1;
end
BBoxi ← get refined bounding box by argmax
integratedScore;
Cupdated ← Crop current template from search region
using BBoxi;
ϕbest ← ϕ(Cupdated);
Algorithm 1: Model update for gradual change.
abrupt change. In the case of gradual change (see Algo-
rithm 1), the the tracker model is adapted. In case of a de-
tection of abrupt change, indicating drift or drastic change
in appearance of the target, the object detector is triggered
to detect object and produce bounding boxes to re-initialise
the tracking. Algorithm 1 is called to update memory and
adapt target features. Adaptation based on gradual changes
is helpful to correct tracking that has just begin drifting or
to learn features from latest frames.
4. Experimental Methodology
Proposed and baseline trackers have been evaluated on a
subset of videos of OTB-100 [15] dataset, each one contain-
ing person and vehicle being tracked in a video surveillance
application. For the tracker, original training and implemen-
tation of the SiamFC [1] and DaSiamRPN [18] tracker was
reproduced. The track quality measurement network was
trained using ILSVRC2015 [11] dataset similar to SiamFC.
This was trained as a similarity measurement network to
compare tracked object image with that of a template image
that initialised the tracker. Each batch for training would
consist 8 pairs of positive and negative samples. Positive
samples were generated similar to SiamFC and negative
samples were either other images of other objects or back-
ground images around the target. The network was trained
using a logistic loss function. YOLOv3 [10] object detector
trained on COCO dataset was used to initialize the tracker.
Two sets of experiments were performed on the Siamese
trackers, one with initialization from ground truth bounding
box and the other initialised by object detector’s bounding
box. In a typical surveillance system as shown in Fig. 1, the
object detector would be called every N frames to discover
Data: Image stream I , Initial target position BBox1
Result: Estimated target position BBoxi
i← 0;
scoreMap← 0;
C ← 0 ;
Crop target Image z from I0 and BBox0;
Extract target features ϕ(z);
ϕbest ← ϕ(z);
while i < length(I) do
i← i+ 1;
Extract search region xi from Ii and BBoxi−1;
Extract search embedding ϕ(xi) from xi;
f(z, x) = ϕbest ∗ ϕ(x) + b, track current frame Ii;
scoreMap = f(z, x);
estimate track quality measure yi ;
if yi > α then
Extract ϕ(zi) from ϕ(xi) ;
Add ϕ(zi) to memory Ci;
end
Apply CUSUM on yi and estimate gi;
if gi > βlow then
Report gradual change;
Cupdated ← from Algorithm 1;
ϕadapted ← Cupdated, Update target model;
end
if gi > βhigh then
Report abrupt change detected;
BBoxdetector ← from Object detector;
ϕdetector ← get embedding from
BBoxdetector and image Ii;
ϕtemp ← ϕdetector reset tracking;
C ← ϕtemp update memory;
ϕbest ← from algorithm 1
end
if length(C) > Budget then
delete C[1] , remove the oldest but first
memory
end
f(z, x) = ϕbest ∗ ϕ(x) + b scoreMap = f(z, x);
BBoxi ← scoreMap, get final tracker bounding
box
end
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for the overall Adaptive Siamese
tracking change detection and model update
possible appearances of new objects and begin tracking. At
the same time, the detector output would contain objects
from corresponding videos or tracks. This would be used to
update the tracks. We call this a periodic update. In order
to associate the detector bounding boxes with existing track
bounding boxes, some of the common strategies include us-
ing Intersection Over Union (IOU) to update, or using a mo-
tion model, etc. Hence in our implementation, we propose
to use IOU and a constant velocity motion model with a
Kalman Filter to update a tracker with detection bounding
boxes and also to search for an object with a detector similar
to [14].
The measures used for evaluation performance are: (1)
the OTB benchmark measure (percentage of frames with
IOU > 0.5), and (2) the average overlap φ between ground
truth and tracked bounding boxes over all N frames in a
video sequence:
φ =
1
N
∑
t
φt =
1
N
∑
t
RGt ∩RTt
RGt ∪RTt
(4)
where RGt and R
T
t are the ground truth and tracked bound-
ing box regions, and t = 1, 2, ..., N frames in a video.
5. Results and Discussion
Two sets of experiments were performed – in the first
case the trackers interact with an ideal detector (ground
truth bounding boxes of the object), and in the second case
with a real-world YOLOv3 [10] object detector. The cor-
responding results are shown Tabs. 1 and 2. Column 2 of
Tab. 2 shows the IOU of the object detector’s bounding box
and the ground truth bounding box of the object in the first
frame. From the tables it can be observed that videos that
had a poor detector IOU (with respect to ground truth) dur-
ing initialization have an overall lower performance com-
pared to that of the videos from the ground truth initial-
ization. The VOT performance of deep Siamese trackers
declines significantly when using the real-world object de-
tector. However, adaptive Siamese tracking can improve
tracking performance by enabling effective detector-tracker
interactions especially in videos where ground truth error is
high. The average speed of our Adaptive DaSiamRPN is
71 ± 15 fps and that of Adaptive Siamese is 55 ± 12 fps
exhibiting real time performance.
The horizontal axis of Fig. 4 represents the average up-
date rate for a video obtained by changing the threshold
of change detection module to be more or less sensitive to
changes. This alters the average rate at which the tracker is
updated over an entire video. This has helped us to com-
pare different update strategies over accuracy and complex-
ity in terms of the average number times a detector is called
over the entire length of a video. In order to analyse the in-
teraction between noisy detections and tracker, two special
cases have been selected from the OTB-100 sequences. In
one case i.e car2 sequence, the detector bounding box IOU
with that of ground truth bounding box of object is good i.e
70%. Hence in this case, it can be observed that the Adap-
tive Tracking or AdpSiam (ours) tracker, SiamFC with a
periodic update are almost the same with a very marginal
advantage from AdpSiam. This is due to low error in the
Average Overlap (%)
Video w/o periodic update w/ periodic update w/ periodic update
(every 30 frames) (every 60 frames)
Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive
SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam
Basketball 37.95 61.27 40.27 77.49 66.19 71.24 41.76 77.36 65.30 78.16 69.12 73.24
BlurBody 66.72 78.28 67.01 78.30 69.64 78.12 67.12 67.12 84.59 74.67 82.11 78.11
BlurCar1 84.39 84.20 78.61 84.22 85.26 84.15 86.73 84.22 80.28 83.50 84.35 84.15
BlurCar2 84.72 83.83 84.66 83.86 85.47 83.83 87.35 84.03 81.43 84.03 83.12 83.83
BlurCar3 82.89 81.73 80.52 81.79 83.40 85.56 88.01 83.86 85.73 83.51 82.15 85.56
BlurCar4 84.76 85.89 85.03 86.05 88.12 85.99 89.15 85.99 70.92 84.48 76.72 85.99
Bolt 1.17 69.68 0.64 69.64 29.95 77.71 80.57 80.57 40.68 76.17 44.17 77.99
Bolt2 39.77 40.15 64.14 40.47 69.25 69.19 84.07 84.07 80.43 65.15 87.56 77.16
Car1 78.99 73.18 51.11 72.32 83.25 77.27 79.69 79.69 75.18 76.35 76.11 83.88
Car2 88.81 82.97 88.96 84.27 88.82 83.36 88.55 88.55 78.10 83.97 79.63 85.92
Car24 84.63 85.18 77.56 85.21 87.18 85.23 88.30 88.30 77.66 79.52 77.45 83.08
Car4 45.32 83.65 75.38 83.92 78.95 83.72 86.64 86.64 55.67 82.91 57.31 78.21
CarDark 80.96 70.27 80.55 77.03 82.96 77.08 82.47 82.47 66.53 75.46 68.43 77.51
CarScale 65.95 72.50 75.68 75.64 70.80 77.39 74.77 74.77 66.74 75.62 65.12 67.13
Couple 71.49 60.49 72.25 59.74 74.46 59.16 76.87 76.87 74.82 56.35 77.91 71.43
Crowds 63.74 63.74 7.64 67.06 64.42 66.63 76.64 76.64 71.67 67.36 73.83 70.45
David3 50.68 70.45 70.70 70.70 72.36 70.45 66.04 66.04 58.00 69.14 57.25 56.30
Diving 10.80 53.64 23.29 57.09 23.35 56.89 35.01 35.01 65.30 56.13 67.15 71.75
Girl2 64.26 64.48 61.32 61.28 69.95 64.46 75.24 75.24 67.66 61.76 66.87 76.48
Human2 75.25 76.58 70.32 76.68 79.10 76.48 77.44 77.44 69.01 74.74 74.78 76.08
Human3 1.41 69.60 20.60 71.79 59.44 76.08 62.46 62.46 69.59 75.81 77.66 76.63
Human4 33.45 36.63 32.58 37.48 56.79 36.63 61.70 61.70 76.45 41.44 62.37 56.46
Human5 51.33 78.36 75.34 79.17 77.88 78.29 82.57 82.57 2.41 78.78 73.47 80.68
Human6 74.93 73.77 74.02 75.81 77.65 73.85 75.56 75.56 74.31 71.71 66.85 73.48
Human7 74.77 74.43 75.11 75.94 79.60 74.97 81.33 81.33 64.09 33.77 77.74 69.08
Human8 6.00 70.12 76.75 72.18 41.93 69.84 76.75 76.75 78.38 67.43 74.92 69.84
Human9 69.94 71.25 69.01 72.48 73.77 71.53 81.95 81.95 70.61 82.14 73.51 71.53
Jogging-1 69.78 58.75 68.89 74.34 71.22 58.96 78.12 78.12 73.50 71.26 48.86 68.96
Jump 23.55 49.05 13.08 49.81 25.16 49.03 40.64 40.64 31.38 51.60 76.32 49.03
RedTeam 68.58 74.71 65.96 74.17 74.93 74.45 74.15 74.15 69.62 40.06 82.44 79.45
Singer1 77.13 71.97 77.52 72.59 79.30 71.87 83.48 83.48 79.01 77.98 65.94 77.87
Singer2 3.59 30.20 30.45 59.32 63.21 38.16 79.32 79.32 65.94 37.87 79.71 55.16
Skater 64.38 70.69 64.05 71.55 60.54 70.69 62.89 62.89 76.22 60.26 61.85 70.69
Skater2 59.21 70.14 60.08 72.28 61.49 70.11 66.10 66.10 67.19 68.47 64.18 70.11
Skating1 23.72 68.71 36.87 64.09 39.41 68.38 42.18 42.18 80.65 65.38 39.15 68.38
Subway 17.47 35.14 18.49 37.64 66.95 63.91 68.77 68.77 48.58 61.81 66.71 63.91
Suv 64.55 66.38 64.65 66.71 77.51 46.68 83.16 83.16 79.64 74.78 65.92 76.68
Walking 75.49 69.95 71.68 71.12 73.92 69.94 74.93 74.93 28.19 71.93 75.69 73.94
Walking2 49.36 26.90 33.65 29.98 79.20 77.46 77.49 77.49 65.95 77.57 71.66 77.46
Woman 13.10 56.93 43.02 59.83 51.80 64.18 70.74 70.74 67.11 63.45 70.19 64.18
Average 54.32 66.59 57.93 69.02 67.13 70.75 73.96 75.94 68.92 69.06 71.18 73.73
Table 1. Average overlap of the original SiamFC, DaSiamRPN(DaSiam) and proposed Adaptive Siamese trackers on OTB-100 subset
videos. Results are shown with and without periodic update (every 30 and 60 frames) of the tracker template using ground truth. The
templates have been initialised on the first frame using the ground truth bounding box. In the periodic cases, ground truth bounding boxes
are also employed for the object being tracked to update the template.
initialization and also, the car2 sequence is an easy case
with a steady movement of the object.
The second case (skating2) is a more complex video
from OTB-100 dataset, where the detector bounding box
has a 21% IOU with the ground truth bounding box. Note
that this is a person tracking video and hence the aspect ra-
tio is greater than one. The target template would hence
contain greater amount of noise as compared to the car2 se-
quence. This has caused the SiamFC with periodic update
to perform poorly compared to AdpSiam with periodic up-
date and AdpSiam. Also, the video in itself is complex with
a few instances of occlusion background clutter.
A frame-by-frame analysis of tracking performance is
shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal axis shows the frame count,
and the vertical axis shows the corresponding tracker accu-
racy in terms of IOU with ground truth. The performance
of the original SiamFC is poor in this particular video (Hu-
man8) of OTB-100 dataset. It can be seen that the tracker
drifts completely at frame number eighteen. The sequence
was also evaluated in the case of SiamFC tracker with a
periodic update of sixty frames. This is indicated by the
inverted triangle on the horizontal axis. The performance
of periodic update is lower than that of the adaptive update
because a fixed period of 60 fails to stop the tracker drift at
the eighteenth frame. Hence adaptive detection and tracking
optimise the update rate for a given video. At the same time,
Note that the number of updates for the adaptive tracker is
higher in this case due to the complexity of the video. With
the adaptive tracker, it is possible to dynamically adjust the
update rate without the need of a threshold for number of
updates. The same is true for a video with fewer appearance
changes. In this case, adaptive tracker reduces the number
of updates required while tracking based on the periodic up-
date to the tracker would update the tracker periodically ir-
Average Overlap (%)
Video Detector w/o periodic update w/ periodic update w/ periodic update
Performance (every 30 frames) (every 60 frames)
Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive
SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam SiamFC DaSiam Siamese DaSiam
Basketball 30.08 1.47 21.11 8.98 26.46 2.27 26.49 3.76 32.46 1.34 14.63 2.12 16.53
BlurBody 76.43 74.47 72.18 77.95 77.41 72.16 76.52 75.30 79.41 74.29 77.90 79.62 76.15
BlurCar1 85.94 81.01 82.41 78.59 82.98 77.76 83.46 79.52 85.59 78.47 79.38 74.83 84.15
BlurCar2 34.69 36.12 41.55 82.31 56.86 70.20 63.86 40.63 64.09 78.76 59.34 59.25 62.78
BlurCar3 21.79 26.15 31.76 76.12 37.43 71.96 38.43 25.69 41.26 70.07 35.82 34.74 37.14
BlurCar4 89.41 82.21 81.53 81.70 82.55 81.42 82.78 82.00 84.00 80.47 82.00 83.01 83.29
Bolt 60.78 1.04 18.33 1.04 22.78 8.90 24.12 18.09 27.14 1.04 16.06 12.95 12.76
Bolt2 62.18 37.52 37.21 56.04 39.95 48.40 39.95 37.11 42.02 39.11 27.85 42.86 38.13
Car1 87.25 71.25 72.44 73.78 73.21 72.33 73.21 77.72 74.41 72.75 65.58 80.08 71.17
Car2 70.94 70.49 74.92 81.49 78.34 79.99 78.34 72.38 78.26 77.75 72.26 80.08 75.21
Car24 75.86 48.98 53.83 84.57 58.47 86.79 67.47 42.58 68.91 84.81 42.03 79.18 63.4
Car4 92.63 63.48 67.65 83.00 71.26 81.73 71.26 73.78 73.78 80.44 73.78 76.18 68.21
CarDark 28.91 17.11 32.12 1.72 22.46 29.18 22.46 26.72 23.60 27.35 17.97 11.62 12.38
CarScale 92.10 63.54 61.66 69.14 66.64 68.45 69.64 62.70 74.63 69.26 66.67 69.85 67.78
Couple 47.69 53.20 54.57 36.20 59.74 54.69 59.74 57.35 61.58 54.54 52.75 57.66 58.17
Crowds 33.12 1.33 12.53 1.33 15.83 5.48 46.83 54.64 53.39 1.33 23.29 54.51 51.23
David3 2.78 0.45 7.35 0.62 17.67 2.28 17.67 6.16 19.67 0.63 19.74 4.02 23.31
Diving 72.05 8.44 14.57 15.05 18.72 15.41 28.72 19.25 15.80 12.91 15.60 13.13 12.27
Girl2 41.11 0.07 16.64 31.86 44.16 21.07 44.16 20.79 45.35 23.49 27.68 20.13 41.76
Human2 84.20 72.96 71.42 22.77 74.63 45.06 74.63 47.22 75.17 43.11 33.40 42.57 71.44
Human3 12.46 0.09 4.12 17.99 16.75 15.73 22.75 41.45 23.47 0.08 37.19 38.59 22.72
Human4 33.13 1.09 5.25 11.58 11.37 26.85 11.37 31.27 14.29 8.52 27.84 4.62 12.29
Human5 56.42 0.14 3.66 0.14 7.62 3.69 7.62 58.17 16.00 0.14 41.19 55.62 15.78
Human6 71.84 1.49 12.59 43.67 18.31 57.94 18.31 51.82 27.72 39.72 49.57 17.83 22.16
Human7 88.21 76.56 72.17 81.10 73.72 73.97 73.72 21.96 74.62 75.25 76.64 78.02 71.41
Human8 89.48 5.51 7.46 46.56 11.39 20.91 44.39 77.64 45.81 24.52 77.09 75.49 44.79
Human9 48.13 40.38 32.75 79.52 45.35 45.39 69.35 43.22 71.52 73.99 67.63 45.73 64.11
Jogging-1 11.85 12.86 22.93 57.98 66.11 21.77 62.17 42.90 62.95 47.87 39.77 41.52 59.37
Jump 20.07 2.62 1.44 2.35 15.54 15.57 14.62 32.78 15.92 2.35 25.87 28.66 14.26
RedTeam 73.82 66.61 71.31 43.87 71.76 41.10 74.79 28.58 75.38 40.67 29.17 52.46 73.32
Singer1 65.39 2.06 17.72 48.49 25.16 52.03 42.16 66.33 43.71 0.35 67.11 1.08 33.23
Singer2 29.20 1.59 17.31 33.43 28.11 11.92 37.11 21.23 38.98 10.71 32.18 29.90 33.47
Skater 44.39 49.70 61.74 60.21 63.83 61.12 67.83 49.50 68.35 62.84 18.14 51.16 55.22
Skater2 59.66 58.66 61.38 65.29 65.28 25.05 44.28 50.30 46.30 61.06 50.30 54.59 37.35
Skating1 6.12 2.20 5.73 44.59 7.84 49.76 39.84 58.21 41.71 18.45 54.82 21.43 40.28
Subway 36.45 8.90 11.25 10.29 18.27 14.99 18.27 5.05 19.06 8.90 10.05 10.28 14.71
Suv 71.85 59.92 61.36 38.78 64.86 60.46 58.11 59.43 57.86 39.41 53.03 58.75 46.38
Walking 24.17 0.24 3.11 3.44 8.12 1.22 28.17 10.24 30.25 0.60 16.24 0.24 31.72
Walking2 39.26 1.39 11.9 22.55 19.94 21.83 13.56 12.44 18.45 19.23 7.06 0.70 16.66
Woman 55.84 54.58 50.33 62.39 56.53 47.32 53.53 56.00 58.47 62.43 55.80 57.98 62.36
Average - 31.45 36.53 43.46 43.09 41.61 47.30 43.55 49.28 39.23 43.51 42.58 44.97
Table 2. Average overlap of the original SiamFC, DaSiamRPN (DaSiam) and proposed Adaptive Siamese trackers on OTB-100 subset
videos. Results are shown with and without periodic update of the tracker template using object detector. The templates have been
initialised on the first frame using the YOLOv3 object detector as in a real world video surveillance scenario (Instead of ground truth
unlike in OTB evaluations and in Tab 1).
respective of the necessity of update.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, the interaction between deep learning mod-
els for detection and tracking are analysed. An adaptive
Siamese tracker has been introduced that leverages a change
detection mechanism to manage its interactions with a de-
tector in real-world video surveillance applications. How-
ever, in practice object detectors are noisy, and therefore the
tracks initialized with the corresponding bounding boxes
tend to drift rapidly. Given the detection of an abrupt ap-
pearance change, the proposed tracker relies on the ob-
ject detector to re-initialize the track template, while for
gradual change detection, the detector is used to update
an evolving set of templates. Results on the videos from
the OTB-100 dataset highlight the importance of detection
in long-term VOT – the tracking performance can decline
considerably even with state-of-the-art deep YOLOv3 de-
tector. In all cases, there is a clear benefit in updating tem-
plates on a periodic basis. The proposed adaptive Siamese
tracker always outperforms the original Siamese FC and
DaSiamRPN trackers especially in cases where the tracker
initialization is associated with high object detection er-
ror. Using change detection allows adapting the update rate
to the challenges encountered during tracking, as opposed
to using only a fixed periodic update rate. This enables
detector-tracker interactions that do not rely on heuristics
to update the tracker templates. In future research, track
quality measurements will be explored to further improved
performance by training with realistic noisy samples similar
to those from an object detector’s output to improve immu-
nity to noisy detector initialization.
Figure 4. Left: Analysis of accuracy versus update rate for different up-date strategies for tracker template with the car2 video from OTB-
100 dataset, where detector initialization has a good IOU w.r.t. theground truth(70%) and Right: same as in left but with Skating2 video
from OTB-100 dataset
Figure 5. Frame-by-frame analysis of tracker performance (IOU over time) of the trackers on the Human8 video of OTB-100 dataset for
each model update strategy.
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